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About the contest

At FritsJurgens, our unwavering dedication to excellence 

drives us to never settle for mediocrity and continually 

strive for improvement. We carefully examine every detail, 

making calculated adjustments, and continuously refining 

to achieve nothing short of perfection. This commitment 

reflects our constant pursuit of the highest standards, 

embracing challenges, and exploring new possibilities to 

deliver the best possible results in our work and creations.

The Best Pivot Doors contest celebrates the transforma-

tion of grand ideas into tangible creations that redefine 

beauty. We do not only want to recognize the best doors, 

but to inspire and encourage the industry to continually 

push the boundaries of design and innovation. This year 

marks the fourth edition of the Best Pivot Doors contest. 

The previous editions were held in 2019, 2020, and 2022, 

each one elevating the bar for exemplary pivot door design. 

Designing a pivot door is about crafting an experience and 

making a statement. It’s the meticulous attention to aes-

thetics and functionality that elevates an ordinary door to 

something extraordinary. Each detail, born from a deep 

understanding of design principles and a commitment to 

craftsmanship, turns a simple passage into an experience.

We invite architects, designers, door makers and all our 

partners to showcase their finest FritsJurgens pivot door 

projects. We aim to honor the fusion of craftsmanship and 

creativity, emphasizing the elegance and functionality of 

pivot doors.

Showcase your mastery.
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Categories

There are 3 categories in which you may enter. In each 

category, the jury selects the top 5 doors and the door with 

the highest points among these 5 nominees is crowned as 

the winner in that category. 

• Best Interior Pivot Door

• Best Exterior Pivot Door

• Best Speciality Pivot Door: Any special application of 

FritsJurgens pivot hinge constitutes speciality door.  

For example, movable walls, rotating shelves, cabinet 

doors, gates, etc. 

Special mentions

Out of all the entries, we do give a special mention to the 

tallest and the widest doors based on the measurements 

that you have inputted.

Eligibility

The contest is open internationally. Both the maker and 

designer of the doors are eligible for nomination and 

winning an award. Participants can submit multiple entries 

if they are different doors. 
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How to play the game

To participate in the contest, kindly follow these 3 simple steps:

Register an account

Participants can register an account on awards.fritsjurgens.com.

3

2

1

Start your entry

After completing the registration, you will find the submission 

form, which needs to be filled out with accurate details. You may 

save your progress while you work on it at your own pace. You may 

need to arrange the following information beforehand:

• Project location

• Designer of the door

• Manufacturer of the door

• Photographer

• Other parties involved

• Materials used

• Weight of the door (in kg)

• Door height (in mm)

• Door width (in mm)

• Bottom pivot applied

• Top pivot applied

• Upload photographs:  

Attach your carefully 

selected professionally 

clicked (atleast 3) pivot 

door pictures and videos 

to the submission form. 

Please ensure they meet 

the specified image require-

ments.

Submit your projects to be judged

When you have already filled in all the details and uploaded the 

photographs, click on submit. Tune in for more updates about 

your entry on fritsjurgens.com/bpd.
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https://fritsjurgens.com/bpd
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Image requirements

The photographs that are uploaded as entries need to be of high quality (professional) in a finished surrounding and not in an 

under-construction setting. You may upload more than 3 photographs or videos of the door that portrays its functionality. 

There should be a minimum of 3 images of the following shots:

Door in open position Door in closed position Any detailing of the door

1 2 3
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Manufactured by De Rooy Steel Doors
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Acknowledgement & awards

Recognition and exposure

Projects that are nominated and awarded will be granted an 

official project certificate. The projects will be prominently 

featured across multiple platforms, including Facebook, 

LinkedIn, Instagram, YouTube, Pinterest, and FritsJurgens 

website. Additionally, nominated and winning projects will 

gain exposure through publication on ArchDaily, Architonic, 

and Designboom.

Awards and certificates of excellence

The makers and designers of winning projects will be 

presented with physical awards and official certificates of 

excellence.

Judging criteria

Entries will be judged by the winners of the previous year’s 

contest. The criteria for judging include design, applica-

tion, uniqueness, overall contextual fit of the door in its 

surroundings,  materials used, and provided specifications. 

In the event of a tie, FritsJurgens will hold a public vote to 

determine the winner. 
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Important dates

Stay tuned to fritsjurgens.com/bpd for more updates.  

We may also notify the participants via e-mail or phone 

call for more updates on the contest.

Calling 
for entries

11th September

Submission 
deadline

6th November

Nominees  
announcement

Mid-November

Winners  
announcement

Early December

https://fritsjurgens.com/bpd
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Terms and conditions

• There is no fee to enter the contest.

• FritsJurgens is in the end respon-

sible to decide which entry falls 

into which category and will be 

presented to the jury accordingly. 

• Entries for all categories must be 

submitted before the deadline. 

Late, lost, incomplete, or mislaid 

entries will be deemed invalid and 

won’t be considered for this year’s 

contest.

• Usage of submitted content:  

By participating in the Best Pivot 

Door Contest 2023, you agree that 

the content submitted is free of 

copyright restrictions.  

This grants FritsJurgens, its 

partners, and clients the liberty to 

share, edit, and utilize the content 

for marketing and promotional 

purposes. Such content may be 

featured in online/offline publica-

tions, on architectural platforms, 

social media channels, as well as 

on the websites of FritsJurgens 

and/or its partners. Please note 

that participation in the contest 

is not possible without this 

agreement. 

• Data protection: The contest uses 

the Award Force platform, which 

is fully compliant with interna-

tional data protection regulations. 

Participant’s data is stored strictly 

for communication purposes sur-

rounding the contest.

• Jury: Members of a specific jury 

category are prohibited from sub-

mitting an entry within the same 

category. However, these jurors are 

eligible to participate as judges in 

other categories for which they do 

not have a submission.

• Notification: FritsJurgens has the 

right to contact all participants 

via phone or e-mail to notify more 

about the contest. Nominated 

participants will be contacted by 

phone and/or email in mid-Novem-

ber. Winners will be announced in 

early December.

• Conduct: Participants are expected 

to maintain respect and integrity 

throughout the contest. Explicit 

verbal or non-verbal language is 

not permitted in any part of the 

contest and may lead to rejection 

of the submission.

• Changes to terms and conditions: 

FritsJurgens reserves the right to 

modify these terms and condi-

tions. Participants will be informed 

of any changes via phone and/or 

email.

• Fair play: The contest is monitored 

by auditors and controllers to 

ensure fairness and prevent fraud 

or manipulation.
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Designed by Robert Kolenik & Broporte Exclusive Doors - Manufactured by Broporte Exclusive Doors
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FRITSJURGENS INTERNATIONAL
A. Einsteinlaan 1
9615 TE Kolham
The Netherlands
+31 598 343 410

FRITSJURGENS ITALIA (REGIONAL SALES OFFICE)
Via Marsilio Ficino 22
50132 Firenze
Italy
+39 055 064 0290

FRITSJURGENS DUBAI BRANCH
DLC-OP-A2-4-0029
Dubai South
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
+971 58 137 2611

Contact us

To know more about the Best Pivot Doors Contest 2023 

visit fritsjurgens.com/bpd or for direct questions please 

email us via projects@fritsjurgens.com.

https://fritsjurgens.com/bpd
mailto:projects%40fritsjurgens.com?subject=
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